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Preface

At the writing of this

history, the

Congregation of the Holy Ghost has begun

preparation for the 300th anniversary of its founding. Since 1703, the Congregation has served the

Church

in missionary activity

and most abandoned" of the world and

through service

to those for

whom

the

"poor

to the

Church has

diffi-

culty finding workers.

The history

of the Congregation

is

rich in

commitment

its

to peoples in

need. Father Claude Poullart des Places and the second founder of the Congregation,

Father Francis Libermann, held strongly to the belief that missionaries were

called to lives of sanctity through service
"to the

and

that the

Gospel must be preached

ends of the earth." The members of the Congregation were called to apos-

tolic availability to the inspiration of

the

Holy Spirit. This

is

eminently true in the

SB
Holy
Ghost
Prep

ministry of Spiritan service to youth.

Holy Ghost Apostolic College, now known

as

Holy Ghost Preparatory

School, was founded as a center of formation for future Spiritans. The mission

premised on the

which underlie the Spiritan
vision of education
an emphasis upon academic excellence, a focus on respect
for all creation, regard for peoples and cultures, justice, and leadership-in-service. The school has achieved singular success in every aspect of this unique
statement of the Prep school

—

vocation throughout

its

is

beliefs

history.

on the occasion of the
Holy Ghost Prep. Our endeavor is the same
now as it was a century ago in forming young men morally, intellectually and
spiritually in the Spiritan Tradition, in a community of "one heart and one mind."
It is

a privilege to present this History of Cornwells

100th anniversary of the Spiritans

Our success lies in the lives
for the

at

of our students

marked by acts

"poor and most abandoned." This history, indeed,

of faith-filled concern

is

the sign of the

the Spirit enlivening the hearts of the young.

James P McCloskey C.S.Sp
Headmaster

fire

of

Cornwells

We Are Holy

There

no

is

Ghost

Holy Ghost Fathers

single history of the

at

Cornwells Heights,

Pennsylvania, no chronological listing of events, or checklist of noteworthy items.
the story could be told so easily, there

would be no

story to

tell at all,

If

because the

would have collapsed within months of its birth.
Holy Ghost Fathers at Cornwells Heights
be formidable. As I pondered how to document each significant event in its

institution

The
VI

proved

task of chronicling the history of the

to

hundred year

history,

I

reached the conclusion that

realized that the significance of Cornwells, of the

Holy
Ghost
Prep

could not be done. In so doing

Ghost Missionary College, or Holy Ghost Preparatory School, lay not in

I

its

buildings or

work performed there and the profound effect
it had on each man who was fortunate enough to have been a part of its grand adventure. Whether a seminarian training for work in the foreign missions, a priest celebrating
fields or physical properties,

early

Cornwells

it

Holy Ghost Apostolic College, Holy

morning Mass

member

but in the

in the peaceful solitude of a side altar in the chapel, a faculty

teaching plane geometry, an administrator contemplating a change in curricu-

lum, a brother toiling in the gardens,

myself, a high school student preparing

or, like

was impossible to have been part of the Cornwells experience and not be
forever changed by it.
The history of the Holy Ghost Fathers at Cornwells Heights, therefore, is not one
story, but a thousand stories, told from the viewpoint of those who lived the experifor college,

ence.
it

it

Where possible,

was the

first

home

this story is told in their

words. To seminarians arriving as teenagers

they had other than their parents' homes, their

long, difficult process of professing their vocation
it

first

step in the

by entering the Priesthood. To some,

was their vocation, their assigned or chosen mission for serving Christ, while to

others,

it

was high school, along with

all

the fears, dreams,

and experiences those four

years of college preparation evoke. In writing about Cornwells,

about ourselves, because so

much

what we

of

are

we became

we

inside

really are writing
its

walls.

But with the honor of being a part of Cornwells, there comes an obligation, because just as Cornwells or later Holy Ghost Prep formed us, we, in turn, have
define the measure of its success.

we have
will

charted in

life,

and the

It is

by how we have comported

setting of our

judge the integrity of our institution.

come

to

ourselves, the courses

moral compasses, that future generations

—

In the thirty plus years since

the fieldhouse

HOLY GHOST!

and

athletic

Holy Ghost Prep opened

WE—ARE—HOLY GHOST!

have proclaimed their allegiance. The true
years gone by, but today, as

our daily

lives that

oath...

we

face each of

each of us must

tion so that those four

solemn

David A. Breen,

doors to day students,

WE —ARE

In the exuberance of youth, thousands

not on the athletic fields of

test,

however,

life's

challenges and temptations. For

strive for a

is

it is

in

deeper realization of this simple declara-

words may be transformed from

We Art Holy

its

grounds have reverberated with the chant

a school

Ghost.

chant to a deeper, more

vn

m
Holy
Ghost

HGP 72

Prep

'

4
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Introduction

The Holy Ghost Fathers' presence in Cornwells Heights can be broken down
main phases:
1896-1910
during this early phase the property was acquired as a Senior
Scholasticate and Novitiate, Holy Ghost Apostolic College was opened and construction of the main building and chapel was completed.
the seminary was fully operational; enrollment increases; Presi1 91 1-1958
dent de Valera of Ireland visits in 1919; both enrollment and facilities are expanded;
Cornwells begins to celebrate milestones and anniversaries; the Holy Ghost
Fathers become a vital ingredient in the spiritual life of Bucks County, serving
the spiritual needs of the neighboring community
1959-1997
Holy Ghost Preparatory School was founded and opened to
day students; seminarians were transferred. The original mission is tailored to
meet the needs of the changing times. No longer in the business of preparing
into four

—

—

—

seminarians for entry into the Priesthood,

young men
1998 and the future
As

school, preparing

HGP emerges as a leading preparatory

for college.

—

Holy Ghost Prepa-

the centennial draws to a close,

ratory School undertakes a massive capital

campaign

to

launch the school into

the Twenty- first Century.

This narrative

what

is

of the

tells

presented here

is

fires.

early days

tion

due

Much

Fortunately, the

words and

in large part to priests, friends,

Holy Ghost Fathers. Unfortunately,

property over the years.
these

the story of Cornwells in

pictures.

Much

of

and acquaintances

several devastating fires attacked the

of the historical information

Day Journals were spared

as

was destroyed

in

were accounts of the

compiled by Father Eugene Phelan. Most of the photos in

this collec-

were borrowed from the Archives maintained by the Holy Ghost Fathers in

Bethel Park, Pennsylvania. Others were provided

by friends and family who have

been part of the Cornwells experience.
This history

is

an account of the main events in the history of Cornwells.

Wherever possible the story
those

who

lived

it.

is

told in the actual

words and recorded writings of

IX
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Cornwells

Two
One

Founders?

of the unique characteristics the

two founders

—who never met each

Holy Ghost Fathers can claim

is

that of

other!

The Congregation of the Holy Ghost (Holy Ghost Fathers and Brothers),
founded on Pentecost Sunday, 1703 by Clause Poullart des Places, a

originally

lawyer, received a

much needed

when

transfusion in 1848

the Congregation of the

Holy Heart of Mary, founded by Father Francis Libermann, son of

merged with the Holy Ghost Fathers. Francis Libermann
founder of the Holy Ghost Fathers. There

is little

is

official

name

Jewish rabbi,

doubt that the Holy Ghost Fathers

and Brothers may well have disappeared had he not intervened
continued existence. The

a

considered the second

of the Order

is

to insure their

the Congregation of the

Ghost and of the Immaculate Heart of Mary.

Although two founders are honored by the Holy Ghost Fathers, students
at

Holy Ghost Prep were

February 2

S3
Holy

Ghost
Prep

Comwells

—

traditionally granted just

the Feast of the Venerable Francis

one day

off

from school

Libermann, C.S.Sp.

Holy

Beginnings
"...the

that

property seemed

we

thought

confident that

X
1

it

to

be so suitable for purposes of a Novitiate

necessary to pledge ourselves to purchase

your grace would

it,

find no objection to our doing so..."

he tenacity and determination of the early missionaries to establish the Spiritans in the

foreshadowing of the

up

untamed land

difficult

of the Americas

was

a

times ahead. For the years leading

1897 were difficult ones as the Spiritans struggled to estaband maintain communities in Pennsylvania. In this context,
the success of Cornwells since 1897 is more remarkable. Whether
remembered as the Holy Ghost Apostolic College, Holy Ghost
Missionary College, Holy Ghost Preparatory School, or simply
"Cornwells," it is a living testament to the strength, faith, and
to

lish

dedication to Christ these

men

In 1896 both commercial

possessed.

and

cultural

Pennsylvania was centered in Philadelphia.
dent that additional

facilities

were needed

life

in Southeastern

When it became evito train

young men

for the Priesthood, the Spiritans located a tract of land approxi-

mately thirteen miles from the heart of
in the farming

The

community

downtown

Philadelphia

of Cornwells Heights, Pennsylvania.

quiet, isolated location

was

ideal for the serious study

required in preparation for the Priesthood, while

its

close prox-

imity to Philadelphia provided opportunity for the seminarians

Winter Scene

—Small

building in front

is

the Paraclete

House

later destroyed

by fire.

The
The
Brother

—

Maillard

War

first

Spiritans in the

recorded account of the presence of a Holy Ghost Father or

—

a Spiritan

make

his

1745 when Father

in the United States took place in

was captured and arrested by the

British

of 1744-48. After a short stint in a Boston

only to

United States

way back

to the

New World a

Although Father Maillard's account

is

the

he was deported

jail,

to France,

year

later.

first

recorded account, other

now the

accounts place another Spiritan in the colonial territories that are
States prior to Father Maillard's time. Father Francois Frison
first

Pierre

during the French and Indian

de

United'

Mothe was

la

missionary of Holy Ghost Seminary to be assigned to this area in 1732.

the

He

taught philosophy at Quebec's seminary until 1737. Returning to France, he

joined the Spiritan

1739 he returned

staff of

the seminary of Verdun.

Canada

to

to labor

among

It is

stated that

the Indians

some time

after

West of Quebec and

along the Mississippi River and that he was a chaplain in or near Fort Duquesne

(now

Pittsburgh) before the French gave

Now known

officially as the

up

this fort in

1758.

Congregation of the Holy Ghost and of the

Immaculate Heart of Mary, the Spiritans, driven from Germany by the
Kulturkampf, returned to the United States in 1873 in the diocese of Covington,

as

German
work began

Kentucky, soon expanding eastward to Ohio and Pennsylvania. The
contingent was soon joined by a delegation from Ireland. In 1878

Holy

Pittsburgh

on Duquesne

University.

in

Such was the rapid expansion of the Spiritans

United States that it became evident that additional facilities were needed
young men for the Priesthood. By 1896 the future of the Spiritans in the
United States was determined to a great extent by events already underway in a

Ghost

in the

Prep

to

train

small, rural

town

of 2,500 residents a few miles north of Philadelphia.

Cornwells

to involve

themselves in the community and service of others. Accessibility to Philadel-

phia was strengthened the year before when, in 1895, street cars began operation on

Frankford Avenue to Tacony and Holmesburg.

Although considered quite rural
history.

Many prominent

summer estates there,
of Andalusia,

families

at the time,

Cornwells Heights was steeped in

made Cornwells Heights

their

home

or maintained

including the Bickleys of Pen Ryn, Dr. Benjamin Rush, the Biddies

and the Morrells-Drexels, Philadelphia's prominent banking

particular significance to the Spiritans

was the

fact that Saint

family.

Of

Elizabeths Convent, the

Motherhouse of the

Sisters of the Blessed Sacrament founded by Mother Katherme
was located in Cornwells Heights less than a mile from the Brock Estate.
The Philadelphia area was not unknown to the Holy Ghost Fathers and Brothers.
1889 they opened Saint Peter Claver parish in South Philadelphia, dedicated to the

Drexel,

In

service of Blacks. Also in

Home

for

Boys also

in

1889 they assumed responsibility

for operating Saint Josephs

Philadelphia as well as a parish on Broad Street in North Phila-

They also staffed Our Lady of the Blessed Sacrament Pansh
founded on Pentecost Sunday in 1909.

delphia.

When,
vincial,

in

in

North Philadelphia

1896, the Brock Estate in Cornwells Heights became available, the Pro-

Father John

T.

Murphy, was anxious

to acquire

it.

However, because

situated within the Archdiocese of Philadelphia, permission to

make

it

was

the acquisition

had

to

be given by Archbishop Ryan. Apparently, permission was not granted with

immediate haste, and
permission," Father

in a display of the axiom, "It

of the fait accompli in a tactfully written

vided the purchase

Mrs. Joseph Drexel of Andalusia pro-

letter.

—about $3,700.00. This was

generosity the Drexel family

was

to

show toward

Brock Estate

page history of the property and
to Father

easier to receive forgiveness than

money

nately, the history of the

1896

is

Murphy purchased the property anyway, informing the Archbishop

Murphy, but

it

its

is,

for the

in

first

of

many

displays of

the fledgling Congregation. Unfortu-

most

historic value

was destroyed

the

A meticulous fifty

part,

unknown.

was

transferred with the deed in

1925

in

one of several

fires to

I-K

Holy
Ghost
Prep

plague
Cornwells

Father Phelan's Memoirs
"A

full

history of our property written in pencil

is

attached to the deed of the

seven and one-half acres which were brought through the generosity of Mrs. Joseph

—

gave me the purchase money
about $3,700.00. The
was handed to me with the Deed by Mr. James, a distinguished lawyer of Bristol. He was anxious for us to have that transcript of more than
fifty pages on account of its historical value. It is in notebook form..."
Drexel of Andalusia,

who

pencil written transcript

"Cornwells Heights has a grand historical background
stationed at Cornwells,
tree

I

In

fact,

whilst

learned to look with reverence on the great primeval

I

was

Elm

near the side entrance because the tradition existed that Washington and his

officers

used

to rest

under

told that he held council

(Memoir

it

on

under

their journeyings to
it

with his

oj former Provincial Rev.

staff

and from Trenton; indeed,

I

was

before the famous battle of Trenton."

Eugene Phelan, C.S.Sp.)

Translation of Latin Passage, pp.8
(Anything in

Our Most Holy Lord

italics is

my comment,

-

9

not in the original text)

Leo, by the Providence of God, the XIII,

upon

the

presentation of myself the undersigned Secretary of the Holy Congregation of the

Propagation of the Faith, grants to the Right Reverend Archbishop of Philadelphia
that in the place

common(ly known

effort to include the

word

- 1

Maud,

as)

word "Maud" which

is

(the

part in parentheses represents

present in both texts, but which

is

my

not a Latin

have no idea what was meant there) located in Bucks County, within the

boundaries of his diocese, he

may undertake

according to his conscience and

decision the canonical erection of a religious house of the Congregation of the Holy

and the Immaculate Heart of Mary with the authority

Spirit

novitiate of the

same Congregation, provided that there

remaining from the past
Latin phrase which

I,

(this last

and

may be

(literally, testing)

be present a

to.

are required

which

rule of

life

number
is

ecclesiastical

provided

and worship) might flourish

of priest-professors so that the

necessary to discern their vocations,

which the professed

by the law and

live; all

and

distinct

be

from that

other things being observed

the Constitutions of the aforesaid Congregation,

vhich are contained in the Apostolic Constitution of the

Roman Pont iff-any thing

(3 H0ST

(i.e.

sufficient

the aforementioned novitiate be entirely separate

especially those things

HoLY

a regular

to this

are required for a canonical building of this

of the novices,

part of the religious house in

which

which

it

able to be obtained and, (provided that) as the law requires, the location to

assigned

m

a very free guess/translation of an

so that a regular observance

(provided that) there

scrutiny

is

to establish in

no obstruction

as a classical Latinist, do not completely understand. JB);

that all those things are present
sort, especially

phrase

is

to the contrary notwithstanding.

Given in Rome, from the Headquarters of the Sacred Congregation of the

p REP

Propagation of the Faith, on the day and year as stated above.
A.,

Cornwells

Archbishop Larrissen., Secretary (From an audience of His Holiness,

given on the 11th day of May, 1897)

Consideration having been duly given and everything being present such as

according to law, customary regarding a novitiate,

we

is,

grant permission to the

Congregation of the Holy Spirit and the Immaculate Heart of Mary to establish a
regular novitiate in the location

common(ly known

as)

Maud

(see note

above) or

Cornwells, the County of Bucks,- Archdiocese of Philadelphia.

Given in Philadelphia, the 24th day of the month of July 1897.
Patrick John, Archbishop of Philadelphia

the property.

We

do know

that there

was

at least

one barn,

a

pump

house, various

outbuildings, and a large farmhouse.

Archbishop Ryan ultimately expressed his satisfaction and the Holy Ghost
became officially established in Philadelphia on July 24, 1897. Also, according

Fathers

Code of Canon Law, approval was required from Rome for the establishment of
new foundation. Permission from Rome arrived prior to year end. Father Joseph

to the

the

who was Provincial at the time, secured the permission of Bishop Le Roy,
new Superior General. Ironically, the mam body of opposition came from a group
within the Holy Ghost Fathers who feared that a Congregation established just outside
Oster,
the

—

Philadelphia would be "run by the Irish." Oster also secured the appointment of Father
John O'Gorman as Master of Novices.
Having finally acquired the property approximately seven acres and buildings
the task of dedicating it to the work of the Spiritans and their motto, One Heart and One
Mind, began in earnest.
The estate on Bristol Pike was converted into a senior seminary and novitiate of
the Holy Ghost Fathers in America in 1896. For the knowledge of this fact and vague
recollections of the history of the property (for example, the fact that George Washington and his officers held council on the property under a large elm tree prior to the
Battle of Trenton), we are indebted to Reverend Eugene Phelan, former Provincial of
the Holy Ghost Fathers, and his excellent Memoirs.

—

An

account of the erection of

official bulletin of the

detail the rationale

new work

of the Congregation appears in the

behind the establishment of the senior seminary and

Father Peter Eigenmann and the

down and

this

Congregation (Issue of March 1896). This report explains in

names

novitiate.

of the other early Fathers are duly written

information concerning necessary

official

permission from

Rome

is

given.

In addition to the semi-official record of the early days at Cornwells, there are also
first

hand accounts

of noteworthy events, such as a retreat, or period of recollection

prescribed in the rules of the Congregation preceding an advancement to orders,

tioned fondly and carefully by the author of a Philadelphia Bulletin

on the circumstances of that
"charming

visit"

day, the talk of Father Provincial

article,

who

men-

dwelled

and the unexpected and

of the Archbishop of Philadelphia.

Holy
Ghost
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Cornwells

Continued Growth
"Men who had

who
when

the courage to see

beyond

the material,

with a smile could teach 'porta portae'
they might have lectured in universities."

n the beginning in 1897 Comwells was the senior house of studies
and the novitiate. In 1902 the cemetery was opened. Reverend
Dr. Frommherz was the first member of the Holy Ghost Fathers
buried there in 1902. The first building, which no longer stands,
was built in 1898 by Father Eigenmann. This building, intended
for the novitiate, was later used for publication of The Paraclete.
After the fire of 1925 it was demolished. Also in 1905 the novitiate was moved from Cornwells to Norwalk, Connecticut. In
1905 a third category was added: an apostolic school as junior

Faculty House, circa 1910

house of studies. The purpose of the school was

to provide mis-

The humanities and the natural sciences were taught
to young aspirants who employed their time in philosophy, theology, and specialized study of the work of the Holy Ghost

sionaries.

Fathers.
It is

from the Day Journal of the Apostolic School that we

gain a glimpse into the past

students were

Upon

life

of the College.

young men, only

Many

of the

first

sixteen or seventeen years old.

the completion of their training,

many

the sea to Africa to serve in the missions.

of

them crossed

Original Farmhouse.

8

The Day Journal
Holy
Prhp

Throughout
Journal

is

this

work

reference

log, recording in plain,

01

made

to entries in the

Day Journal. The Day
Think of

unemotional detachment, the daily events

Journals dating back to 1896 are

(

is

a daily record of the events at a religious institution.

still

maintained

at

it

as a ship's

Cornwells.

Day

at Spiritan Hall.

nncll;

-Cns

From the Day Journal:
September 5, 1905
Tuesday

—

fhe journal oi the Apostolic School at Cornwells, Bucks County, Pennsylvania,
conducted by the Order of the Holy Ghost and Immaculate Heart of Mary, has its

beginning on

this the fifth day of September 1905, the date of the arrival of the first
two candidates, Louis Weber and Alphonsus Thiefels, both from Detroit, Michigan.
The two candidates were put in the charge of a Prefect. Dinner was served in the

parlor. In the

afternoon they were taken out for a walk.

From Father
The
brief, the

Phelan's writings:

spirit of sacrifice is felt

the glorious reality?
straint.

through these dusty pages. The item might he

words simple, hut between the gliding of the pen strokes can we not see

Men, educated,

cultured, plodding along in their

Men whomthe world would have made great. Men who had

see beyond the material,

might have lectured

who

with a smile could teach "porta portae"

in universities.

Men who

voluntarily shared a

with others of far different habit and temperament.

married no wife and

in the

end were buried where they

with nothing but a simple wooden cross
this the

to

mark

No, the Holy Ghost Fathers saw far beyond a

was

it is

little

difficult to

they
life

Was

remote hamlet

this the

end,

was

element cried for release?

wooden

cross

and a peaceful

to

Puerto Rico,

to Africa, to

every place

find laborers in the Vineyard. This was their purpose:

this

their vow.

And

they died as they lived,

foundation: such

men

happy

in

its

Such men were the

fulfillment.

are the records of the early days of Cornwells. In glancing

we

through the daily order of events, the school days, holidays,
figures stalk. If

we

see these valiant

look for these real records, these departed ghosts in the dusty

pages of our journals, our history
be,

when

common

They saw the young lads enter the Gothic portals. They saw countless

future priests go deep into the south land,

where

human

of re-

received no salary,

lived in a

their graves.

purpose that served these men when the

plot of earth.

Men who

life

the courage to

will

be more romance, as every history should

than chronicle.

.:
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The Rule
The following item

in the

Day Journal

in
is

1905

the rule observed in Cornwells.

A.M.

P.M.

5:30

Rising

12:00

5:45

Morning Prayer

1:30

6:00

Holy Mass

6:30

Spiritual

6:45

Study

7:30

Breakfast

-

Reading

English

Dinner

-

Recreation

Study

2:00

Class

2:55

Recreation

3:05

Class

4:00

Lunch

Recreation

-

7:45

Making of Bed;

4:30

Study

8:15

Recreation

6:00

Supper

8:30

Study

7:15

Beads

9:00

Class

7:30

Study

10:50

Recreation

8:30

Night Prayers

11:00

Class

9:00

Lights

11:40

Study

This

was

Cornwells

-

Fulfilling

Charges

Preparation for Class

the regular rule.

On Wednesdays and Sundays

there

-

-

Latin
-

Recreation

Mathematics

1 English

Out

was a modification of it. On

above mentioned days the hoys were given an opportunity for long

hikes.

thtse

Students entering the Apostolic School at Cornwells undertook a rigorous course
demanded of each student, as well as
of study. A solid foundation in the humanities was
attending classes six days a week,
to
addition
In
languages.
master)' of the arts and

everyone was required to undertake chores to maintain the facility in working condiSelf-sufficiency and a dedication
tion. These extra duties were not without their purpose.
be, was an absolute necessity
may
work
the
demeaning
or
to duty, no matter how trivial
to

community

living.
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— 1905

Class Schedule
The items
schedule

is

in the

interesting.

Day Journal

It is

0} these early years, which records the class

but another reminder of the Spartan simplicity so

characteristic ojthe College in

A.M.

its

foundation.

Mjonday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Latin

Latin

Latin

Latin

Latin

Latin

10:00-10:45

Latin

Geography

Latin

Latin

U.S. History

Latin

11:00-11:40

English

Algebra

Arithmetic

English

Algebra

English

10:00

PM.
2 00-2:55 [Languages

Religion

Languages

Religion

3:05-4:00

English

Arithmetic

English

Conference

Writing

Arithmetic

4:30-5:00

8:15-8:30

Singing
Civility

Writing

Drawing

Singing

Drawing

Holy Ghost Apostolic College at the Lake

—

1911. The lake, later called the pond by

HGP students,

was filled

in in

the late Sixties for safety reasons.

Such was. not

all

work and no

play,

however. During the course of the academic

year there were nights of relaxation as well as special celebrations. The boys
gather on these occasions and talented or not, they

would do

their best to

would

add

to the

11

entertainment by singing, telling stories, and reciting poetry.

Holy
Ghost

"Other Duties As Assigned"
Tuesday

The charges

— September

12,

Prep

1905
Cornwells

of the Apostolics are as follows:

Auxiliary

Mr. Hillanbrand

Regulator

Mr. Sonnefeld

Sacristans

M.M. Hillanbrand

Lampist

Mr. Sonnefeld

Charge of Dormitory

M.M.

Charge of Stairs

Mr. Wietrzynski

Charge of Study Hall

Mr. Telenski

Charge of Corridor

Mr.

Charge of Games

Mr. Pietrowicz

Charge of Property
Tassel

Maker

Gardener

The

andDodwell

Rowe

M?: Pietrowicz

Mr. Hoeger
Mr. Figaniak

are quaint and even pretentious. In reality, the very important "Charge
was not so much a major domo as "the ash man, raker of leaves and

titles

of Property"

Thiefels

& Weber

doer of odd jobs."

From the Day Journal
September 13th, 1905
Wednesday

—

Rev. Fr. Director

went

12
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Visitors in the

Courtyard

—

early 1920s.

to the city to get

books, stationery, and blackboards.

The Spires
EoBS

"WITNESSETH

that the said party of the first part,

consideration oj the covenants on the part

in

of the party of the second part hereinafter contained..."

A

1905, each year brought

fter

new

candidates

who under

benign influence of the professors soon imbibed the
of the Congregation.

The year 1908 saw the laying

the

spirit

of the

cornerstone of the fine Gothic buildings, the shell which

housed the fervent

spirit of

Philadelphia Bulletin devoted

Apostolic love since 1896. The

two columns in recording this event:

Cornerstone by Archbishop
He

Holy Ghost Fathers' Apostolic College

will officiate at

Ceremonies at Cornwells.

The cornerstone of the handsome new $120,000 building
for the Holy Ghost Fathers' Apostolic College at Cornwells, PA.,
will

he laid by Archbishop

The sermon

will

Ryan next Sunday afternoon at 4 o'clock.

be preached by the Rt. Rev. Monsignor fames

P.

Turner, V.G., Chancellor of the Archdiocese.

The new U-shaped building
style,

is

designed in collegiate Gothic

with three stories and a basement.

It is to

be constructed of

Fort Deposit granite and limestone trimmings, surmounted by a
red-tiled roof.

The front

is

184 feet

in length

and

the wings to be erected at

end of the main edifice will give it a depth of 1 62 feet. The
wings will form an open court fronting towards the Bristol turneither

pike.

Facing the east the main building has a large, square Gothic
entrance tower, about twenty -four feet square, in the middle of
the facade.

The ends of each wing will be accentuated by square
ornamented with battlemented parapets.

turrets at the corners,

The main building

will

be used for general college purposes

and

will contain offices, class-rooms, dormitories, laboratories,

etc.

In the south court

wing

will

be located a chapel. Running

along the outside of the chapel, in the south court,
esque

cloister,

In the north wing, opposite
hall designed

will

be a pictur-

about 100 feet in length.

somewhat

this, will

be a large college dining

after the style of those old English colleges.
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View ojBack oj

A

Holy Ghost Apostolic College, circa 1915.

the

The new structure designed by Roland Boyle,
jeet

Holy

away from

the old buildings

architect, stands only

Ghost Fathers Apostolic College and Novitiate. The old buildings

Ghost

it

is

Prep

said,

when

the

new one

is

a few

which have heretofore been occupied by the Holy
will

be torn down,

completed.

The Holy Ghost Novitiate for the American Province ojthe Congregation oj
Holy Ghost and Immaculate Heart of Mary was opened at Cornwells in August, 1897. It is under the direction oj the Very Rev. John T. Murphy, C.S.Sp.
the

Cornwells

The

Provincial.

C.S.Sp.,

is

Rev.

John

Grijjin, C.S.Sp.,

is

The community of'fifty -three persons,
thirty-six apostolic students, besides a

faculty

Superior and the Rev. John Schroejjel,

Director oj the Apostolic College.

and

consists of seven professed lay brothers,

number

of priests,

who

are

members

of the

missionaries.

The Evening

Bulletin,

Philadelphia, PA.
Friday, July 3,

1908

The building which we think of today as Holy Ghost Prep was actually constructed
The cornerstone for the main building was laid by Archbishop Ryan
in July 1908. The north wing which now houses the biology, chemistry and computer
labs and the Library was originally a large dining hall. Years later, what is now the
library was the gymnasium complete with a basketball court that ended within inches

in several stages.

of the walls.

As grand

as the

new

building was, there was

still

—

something lacking

a suitable

chapel, wherein the professors and students might ask the "so necessary Divine

Through the combined efforts of the Rev. John T. Murphy, C.S.Sp. and the
Eugene Phelan, enough financial aid was obtained to give to this cluster of aca-

Assistance."
Rev.

demic buildings the crowning

piece, a magnificent chapel.

The

charity of the Drexel

Back view from

family

is

that the

Bristol Pike.

Note won statue of dog

to the left of the

monumental in the Philadelphia area.

It

entrance and trolley tracks in Bristol Pike.

was from Mrs. Lucy Drexel of Andalusia

major cost of the college chapel was obtained. The agreement struck between

the Drexels

and the Holy Ghost Fathers

is

very interesting. Pursuant to a 1909 agree-

ment, Katherine M. Drexel donated $10,000 to the Congregation of the Holy Ghost
Fathers and the Immaculate Heart of
Cornwells..." In return the

Mary

"...for

the purpose of erecting a chapel at

Holy Ghost Fathers agreed

"...to

provide six priests

times in the United States devoted to the duty of ministering the
gion..." to Blacks.

many more

Needless to

say,

the

Roman

at all

Catholic

Holy Ghost Fathers have always maintained

The design and construction of
the chapel was the source of much
discussion and debate. In February
A.J.

Zielenbach, the

:

liil»Ifp^

r

Front view of Holy Ghost Apostolic College. Note chapel entrance was not yet enclosed by addition. Photos taken
prior to 1921.

m

reli-

than six priests dedicated to this cause.

1909, Father
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new Provincial, expressed concern in an "unofficial letter" that a chapel "thirty meters
by ten meters does not seem to be a good one" because it was feared it would be too
small to hold processions within its walls. But the side altars were met with resounding
approval. These and other minor details were finalized and construction began.
The location

of the chapel

was

also a matter of discussion. In notes of a

1909

meeting, the following observations were made:
"The question of

its

[the chapel's] site

now, and the plan prepared accordingly.
the

New

when

York side of the

the refectory

new

It

and frontage ought

would seem

building for this reason:

and kitchen wing

will

be

built.

to

he determined

best to place

We

it

as swing on

must foresee

That wing

the time

will require

a back

entrance. This exists already on the Philadelphia side, by Bouchafs place;
therefore
side.

it

When

would be more convenient
the present frame building

to
is

removed

to

one

side, as

there will be a fine frontage on the Bristol Pike, with a clear

new

building

and

its

"Another point

new

and

place the refectory -kitchen wing on that
it

lawn

can be

easily,

in front of the

two wings.
to

be decided

is

whether

to

place the sanctuary towards the

building or towards the Pike. In view of the disappearance of the present

frame

building

from

the front,

it

would seem preferable

to

have the sanctuary

toward the new building, and an entrance for the public facing the road."
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Obviously, the individuals attending later reconsidered. The chapel was finally

constructed on the "Philadelphia side" of the building with the sacristy toward Bristol
Pike and the public entering from the Delaware River side.

Holy
Ghost
Prep

On Pentecost Sunday, May 15, 1910, the chapel was dedicated and blessed. The
Day Journal and The Catholic Standard and Times newspaper both paint a view of this
distant scene. The Archbishop of Philadelphia, the most Reverend P J. Ryan, officiated.
The sermon given after the ceremony was Archbishop Ryans last public address.

Cornwells

Back view of chapel facing Bnsiol

Pike.

"

Years

later,

a

first

"

hand account

still

"On Whitsunday 1910

conveys

a sense of

majesty to the moment:

solemn dedication oj the new chapel took place.

the

A

great concourse offriends and relatives of the Apostolics were present on the occasion.

His Grace, Archbishop Ryan, in spite of his advanced age, came

the ceremonies of dedication
cal

Mass was sung by

and preside over

Rt. Rev.

the celebration.

Bishop Prendergast,

who was

an old and

tried friend of

perform
Pontifi-

at the time Auxiliary

Bishop of Philadelphia. The sermon of the day was delivered by
O'Farrell, of Boston,

to

The Solemn

our Fathers. In

Rt. Rev.

his

Msgr

masterly dis-

course he reviewed the history of our Society, in tracing which he paid a high
tribute of praise to the

and

memory of our saintly Founders, Father Poullart des Places
Mary Paul Libermann. At the end of the Pontifical

the Venerable Francis

Mass, His Grace, Archbishop Ryan, preached a magnificent sermon on the Holy
Ghost.

It

was said

to

ensuing Winter that

be his

last oratorical effort in public;

his health

broke

down and

his

for

was during

it

the

noble career ended in death on

February 11, 1911...
"With the joys of the festive day, however, there mingled some rather sad and

Our Very

distressing circumstances.

Rev. Fr. Provincial, Fr.

present at the ceremony, but his presence there

was stricken down by a deathly
up

was

very day

to the

John T Murphy, was
martyrdom, as he

real

sickness. This painful illness

several weeks previously, while he
suffering almost

was a

had come upon him

and he had been on a bed of
ceremony was to take place. His

at Pittsburgh,

when

the

indomitable energy braced him up, however, in the determination

Cornwells on Whitsunday.

He made

the long

and weary

to

trip from the

By a supreme

effort of will,

Smoky

guished

visitors,

City
in

a

he took part in the solemn

ceremonies on the following morning, and in paying his respects

who had come to honor the community. Everybody was astonished
made to withstand the strain imposed upon him by his

cruel malady.

From Father Phelans Memoirs:
"It is

not our purpose to give a full history of this interesting institution. The
the completion of the building

the first period in the existence of the

program seems

to

mark

the

end of

Holy Ghost College. The years from 1896

to

1910 were years of patient labor rewarded only by hope; years of planning and
sacrifice; years offoundation-laying. The founders pressed out the grape, but they
did not enjoy the wine. Like so
others reaped the harvest.

dreams of these early

many

other pioneers, they toiled and sowed

The harvest indeed was great.

It far

scholars, for in the place of the rude

and

surpassed the humble

wooden

buildings there

stands a magnificent structure. The work so carefully planned in the beginning

being executed in a
look

down upon

efforts

and

way far beyond

this

sacrifices

the hopes of the early professors.

is

They may

College with a complacent smile and realize their mighty

were not made

in vain.

A history of the Holy Ghost College at

Cornwells must be the panegyric of these men.

Holy
Ghost
Prep

to the distin-

at witnessing the effort he

year 1910 with

m

be present at

on the Fve of Pentecost and arrived at Cornwells on that Saturday evening
state of extreme exhaustion.
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Class Camaraderie
This

is

a sample of

many

similar evenings that afforded the

ever needed occasional change from routine:

Thursday

The program
1)

—

April 23, 1908

for the entertainment is as follows:

The Orchestra

Overture

2) Recitation "The Child's

Wisdom"

Stanislaus Klocki

..

Anthony Gruendl

3) Essay "Spring"
4) English

5)

Chorus "Why

Do Summer Roses Fade?"

Reading o} the Notes

6) Polish

Chorus "The Brave Thousand"

7) Recitation

"The Fishermen of Wexford"

R.

,

Ober

8) Reading of the Notes
9)

\Q

Hymn

to the

Pope

10) Recitation "King Bruce

and

A. Roth

the Spider"

11) Reading of the Notes
12) Polish Chorus "Maliniak"
13) Address to Students

Holy
Ghost
Prep

Cornwells

14) Finale

Fr.

Provincial

The Prism
m

"Five classrooms are as

D

many

as shall ever he needed at the

same

time.

felt for Cornwells and
which swelled up from within its walls from
its opening day, its primary function was first and foremost utilitarian. Cornwells was created to prepare men to serve as priests
in the missions throughout the world. It was a sad irony that,
with few exceptions, those whom Cornwells would mean the most
to were destined to spend only a short time there and then leave
it forever. Like a prism accepting light only to transform and alter

espite the

immediate affection seminarians

the sense of tradition

its

course so that

it

leaves a

moment

later in

another direction,

men and held them for a
world. But in that moment

Cornwells received thousands of young

moment

before releasing

the lives of these

them

men were

to the

forever changed.

In spite of the impressive responsibilities Cornwells

be called on

prominent

was the

Eamon

to accept, the early

role

Cornwells would play in the coming years. Such

naivete of

its

founders that one unidentified priest in a

de Valera, President oj Ireland, (seated second from

Cornwells.

would

founders never anticipated the

right)

on

his

1919

visit to

1909 correspondence stated unequivocally

that

no more than

five

classrooms would

ever be required at Cornwells and that "...we can easily consecrate the whole of the

second story

to the exclusive use of the Fathers..."

What would he

think today!

Until 1922 there were five years of schooling at Cornwells. In September 1922,

The first four were high school years and
and second years of college. For the purposes of credit enumeration, the first four years from 1905 until 1922 were counted as high school years;
the fifth year was the first year of college. The school was accredited by the Department
the school
the last

opened with

two were the

six years of schooling.

first

of Public Instruction in October, 1935.

The passing mark

was changed

in the school

in

September 1942

to seventy in

order to conform to the educational standard in other schools. The curriculum was
tailored to

meet the requirements

set forth

by the Department of Public Instruction of

Pennsylvania. Therefore, included in the required subjects were English, Mathematics
(Algebra, Geometry), the laboratory sciences (Biology or Chemistry or Physics),
History, Social
Life at

American

Problems or Problems of Democracy.

Cornwells took on a natural rhythm and sense of purpose in

days. In 1923, a quarter century after

opening

performed there was made. Excerpts from

this

its

its

early

doors, an assessment of the

work

work

indicate that Cornwells

was

a

resounding success.

20

m

The author

of the following report

is

unknown. However, between

can not help but hear the sense of pride and accomplishment those
ated with the early days of Cornwells

Hon
Ghost
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Cornwells

Second Academic Class oj 1923-24.

felt.

the lines one

who were

associ-
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CORNWELLS
of

The Fathers of the Congregation of the Holy Ghost and the Immaculate Heart
Mary have been at Cornwells for a sufficiently long lapse of years to be able to

give a fair estimate of

which

it

is at

Province of

which
are to

its

advantages as a centre that

present devoted.

Our

Society,

Amongst

we may well

are set aside for the recruiting

all

is

well suited for the purpose to

the establishments to be found in

any

21

consider as of the highest importance those

and the education of those young people who

be the future members of the Congregation.

Holy

The centre thus chosen should be of an attractive character. It should be
situated in a place where it seems likely that vocations will abound. Whilst present
the advantages of retirement

1

and

solitude,

inmates to procure without too

enable

its

of

as well as other desirable supplies.

life,

932 Freshman

Class.

it

should be sufficiently near a

much

distress

Ghost
Prep

city to

and expense the necessaries
Cornwells

It is

a beneficial feature in a

house of formation

of associations with the active missionary

frequent opportunities of meeting
in the missionary7 field.

It

of having a seminary for

members

to

be within such a range

of our Society, as to have

them and hearing them speak

of their

its

own

clergy within

its

limits consists in the facility with

which the seminarians can see the kind of work they will be called upon
themselves after their seminary course is completed. The case is parallel in
missionary society

from time
zeal
for

a decided benefit for the

It is

work

has often been said that in a diocese the great advantage

to time those veteran

young

to

do

a religious

future missionaries to see

workers in the Lord's vineyard and to witness the

and ardor with which they have thrown themselves into the thick of the

God and

fight

souls.

We who have been here
the task of forming our

young

and many other advantages.

at

Corn wells

for several years, actively

employed

in

apostolic students, claim that our College enjoys these

Its

surroundings are picturesque and interesting, both

22
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for scenery

and

for their historical associations.

one of America's most magnificent and lordly
suburbs of the splendid old
shrine in

The buildings stand within view of
Delaware. They are near the

rivers, the

city of Philadelphia, the cradle of liberty, the

hallowed

which the Declaration of Independence was written, signed and published

to the world...

...Our College
that vocations will

which

is

situated in a place

abound.

We

to attract sterling vocations.

Fathers of the College brings

men

them

The

and missionary

career.

it is

not only

likely,

who may

but

is

fruitful field

exercise of the holy ministry

into contact with

of excellent Christian families,

religious

where

have within reach a large and

certain

from

by the

many boys and young

be easily drawn toward the

We

and

have, besides, the advantages of retirement

be to the great

city of Philadelphia,

of being free from the distractions

we

still

have the

full

solitude.

Near though we

and sources of dissipation which

tumult of the world might occasion

to students.

and

benefit of the country
the noise

and

The peace and calm required

for

forming serious habits of study and prayer are afforded our young people. The
silence that

becomes

a

monastic house reigns here

day, so that application to

God prompts our boys

the house of
visiting

and

and expense the

portion of our land

far

to avail themselves of the opportunities of

is

we

life,

under cultivation and the farm products

it

lies a

is

is

highway toward the

not very
East,

on

night...

few considerations on which we have
present purpose

much

A large

yields are consider-

easily within its reach, as the railroad station

which thousands of conveyances ply day and

its

feet their

as well as other desirable supplies.

from the College and in front of our building

...The

His

are so situated as to be able to procure without too

necessaries of

Other necessaries are

well suited for

to

trials.

At the same time,

able.

a pleasure. Their nearness to

our Lord in the Blessed Sacrament and bringing

little difficulties

distress

appointed hours of the

at the

work and study becomes

briefly dwelt serve to

the site of our Apostolic College

show how

and how well

advised were the authorities of our American Province in making the selection of
the neighborhood of Philadelphia as a training ground for our

...When the property was originally purchased,
to prevail.

Nothing more than

the time. So positively

was

a Senior Scholasticate

this the sole object in

it is

and

view

young

true,

no such idea seemed

a Novitiate

that,

aspirants...

when

was sought

at

the necessity arose

more buildings the contractor was assured that the house to be built for
would be sufficient for our needs for all future time. In consequence, the new construction was placed in the very middle of the front part of
our ground and, to all intents and purposes, wore such a decided air of dominant
possession, that it seemed absurd to think of ever putting another building in its
of erecting

the Scholasticate

neighborhood.

When in the

later history of the place, the

upon

wiser counsel was acted

of

inaugurating an Apostolic College at Cornwells, that original and imposing structure

stood in our
larger

new

way

in

no small degree. The development of the new work

accommodations and additional buildings.

called for

A graceful arrangement

of these

was rendered very difficult as long as the old central building occupied
the prominent part of the grounds where it had been constructed. The consequence
was that a few years ago the cumbrous task of moving the buildings to the other
quarters

side of the chapel

was undertaken and accomplished.

Success and Fruits of the Foundation
The

different

works established

at

Cornwells, ever since

its

about a quarter of a century ago, have contributed no small share

development of the American Province as
as regards this

central

a whole.

Much

to the

necessarily depended,

development in the various parts of the United

house of formation.

purchase

States,

on

this

23

was

It

a little while before the arrival

who

Eigenmann, C.S.Sp.,

filled

from Europe of the

late

now

years (1896-1899), that the larger part of the Cornwells property

possession of the Holy Ghost Fathers was purchased.

some

time

fifty-four acres.

It. is

Very Rev.

Fr.

the office of Visitor to the Province for about three

bounded on

It

comprises

by the

the North side

in the

at the present

Bristol Pike, a very

important thoroughfare, and on the South by the Pennsylvania Railroad, whose

main

New York passes

line to

there.

SCHOLASTICATE AND NOVITIATE
Soon

purchase of the ground, the work for which

after the

it

was intended was

inaugurated. The Novitiate and Senior Scholasticate were opened. The Master of

Novices was the present Vicar Apostolic of Sierre Leone, Western Africa, Rt. Rev.
John J. O'Gorman, C.S.Sp. He occupied the position until 1903, when his consecration to the Episcopate took place in the cathedral of Philadelphia at the hands of the
late

Archbishop Ryan. Since that remote date the devoted missionary bishop has

toiled indefatigably

nent. His

24
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C.S.Sp.,

work

up

Ghost
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hands of Very

Rev.

Eugene Phelan,

was zealously and efficiently continued for some years at Cornwells. It was
1906 that the Novitiate was transferred from Cornwells to Ferndale,

in the year

Connecticut.
Side by side with the Novitiate there

Holy

Dark Conti-

to the present time in his field of labor in the

here, however, transmitted to the

Scholasticate at Cornwells,
Novitiate.

and

in

which was

was maintained

also the Senior

transferred to Ferndale at the

same time

During these years many young missionaries were ordained

due time sent forth

as the

Cornwells

to various fields of labor.

House

Cornwells

at

at Cornwells,

Centre of Administration
The house at Cornwells was for these many years the centre of administration
whole Province. The Very Reverend Father Provincial resided there. On the

for the

occasion of

many

a

ceremony of ordination, we had the honor of receiving the

who

distinguished prelates

rule over the archdiocese.

useful purpose in the interest of our Congregation.

and sincere esteem of these

the paternal kindness
Society.

They seemed

to bear in affectionate

These occasions served

They enabled us

great

men

remembrance

first

toward our religious

of the Philadelphia diocese and Pastor of

consecrated to the episcopate in his early
to Fr. Francis

the time, that this

It

was from

this

missionary Bishop, Msgr. Barron, had been chosen to take

charge of the missions in Western Africa. This apostolic man,

known

St.

Marys Church

forties.

Mary Paul Libermann,

who was

in that city,

While he was

in Paris

Vicar General

was
it

became

the Superior General of our Society at

American missionary Bishop was searching for missionaries for
Dark Continent. The first missionaries of what is now known

vast territory in the

the Congregation of the

cheerfully supplied by

a

the fact that past history

had linked the archdiocese of Philadelphia with our Congregation.
archdiocese that the

many

to experience

Holy Ghost and the Immaculate Heart of Mary were
Libermann, to the zealous Bishop.

Fr.

his

as

Inauguration of the Apostolic College
...This transfer [of the

Senior Scholasticate and the Novitiate] was occasioned

by the necessity of providing more room
opened in the previous year (1905).

The work

of recruiting

for the apostolic college

young members

for

which had been

our religious Society had been

carried on, ever since the year 1878, at our College in Pittsburgh, the present

Duquesne

University. This plan of uniting the College

Society in one

even before the
that

it

special

and

arrival of

had been followed

years,

our Fathers in the United

in

many

was judged advisable

house

and the Scholasticate

and the same establishment was subjected

to the test of

States.

upon

for the recruiting of

our

own

a

new

years,

was the same system

It

of our colleges in Europe. After trying

to enter

of our

many
it

for so

many

course of action and establish a

subjects, as well as for their education

religious formation.

Progress and Fruits of the

Apostolic College
The Fathers who were engaged

in the

beginnings have the satisfaction of seeing

at

work

of the Apostolic College from

present the solid

they look around the missionary field and find there are so
Apostolics

who

1914 saw the

25
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many

of those former

have passed through their hands. The comparatively early date of

first

launching of their young missionaries, as

m

fruit of their labors, as

it

was in

that year that

Holy
Ghost
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the Consecration to the Apostolic Life of our earliest students took place at Ferndale.

At a recent ordination which was held there, the whole twelve

levites

consecrated to

the priesthood were former pupils of Cornwells.

The blessing

of the Lord has, therefore,

been evidenced in the progress of

all-important work. At the present writing, our

one students being

registered.

At the

last

September 1921 and September 1922,

it

Cornwells

numbers

this

are considerable, eighty-

two reopenings of the scholastic year, in
was noticed with satisfaction that no single

student of the proceeding year was, of his

own

accord, missing from the ranks.

While the previous account accurately conveys the astounding progress of
its first twenty-five years, due in no small part to Father Murphy and
Father O'Gorman, it is clearly from the perspective of an administrator, someone who
Cornwells during

had the "big picture" in mind. From the viewpoint of the seminarians, Cornwells, while
no doubt intimidating, was nevertheless "home" to these young men. While they may
have recognized the legacy they were creating, it is more likely that they were busy
simply trying to meet the day to day duties thrust upon them in their studies and to
create whatever diversions
to

and "mayhem" they could

to

maintain a sense of humor and

break the monotony of their daily existence.

Cornwells
Traveling through Bensalem, published in

1984 by the Bensalem Historical
and Eddington on the

Society describes Cornwells as a "village between Andalusia
Bristol Pike."

the

name

but

it

is

speculated that

Growdens,

26
post
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The name

dates back at least as far as 1871

and

of the Pennsylvania Railroad station located there.

who were

it is

the

is

Its

probably taken from
origin

is

unknown,

American version of the name Cornwall. The

original settlers in this area

were from Cornwall, England.

The name Cornwells Heights refers to the post office. In 1915, the "Rue, Pa."
(named in 1881 after the post master assigned there) was changed to

office'

Cornwells Heights Post Office.

Holy
Ghost

Cornwells predated the construction of trolley tracks on Bristol Pike by three

P RE p

was primarily by horse or wagon. Excursions into Philadelphia
and time-consuming, reserved for holidays with families, medical purposes,

years. Transportation

were
Cornwells

rare,

or business.
Accessibility to Philadelphia

improved when

trolleys arrived

1899. Once on the scene, the "Toonerville Trolley," so

named by

on

Bristol Pike in

the seminarians for

its

frequent breakdowns and general lack of dependability, connected Cornwells to North-

The Toonerville Trolley name came from a very popular comic strip
was now possible for seminarians to travel as far as Kensington and Allegheny Avenues in Philadelphia once or twice a year to window shop or see a movie. The
trolley, a one-man "dinky," which ran along Bristol Pike was operated by the Trentoneast Philadelphia.

of the era.

It

Bristol-Philadelphia Street Railway

Company The

line, affectionately

dubbed

the

"Torn-Broken-and Patched," ran through Cornwells from 1899 to 1934.
Closer to home, during the
sional

swim

in the

Delaware

warmer months seminarians were permitted an occa-

River. Trips to

Langhorne

to see the

rodeo or a carnival in

Trevose also provided diversion. All were conducted under close supervision, of course.

Human

nature being what

it is,

the

pump

house, one of the oldest structures on the

became the clandestine meeting place for seminarians
smoke cigarettes a practice strictly forbidden by the Administration.
property, soon

—

to gather

and

Sports also provided a healthy outlet from the rigors of study. Bensalem High
School, located directly across Bristol Pike from the College

was

a source of entertain-

ment. Seminarians were permitted to line up along the Bristol Pike border of the property
in the afternoon to

inside,

however,

watch the Bensalem teams

when

the

girls' field

practice. They were required
hockey team took the field!

to return
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Father

Murphy

with the baseball team

in 192'/
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The seminarians proved
attracted a following of their

to

be admirable athletes in their

own

and soon

right

own. Workers from the boiler works plant near the

Prep

rail-

road often lined the fence and watched the seminarians compete in football and baseball.

One

observer, while confessing to being a Protestant, once remarked that he

prised to find the Holy Ghost
that he

men

so competitive in their athletic contests.

sur-

had no doubt they would make excellent missionaries.

In addition to intramural sports, field

day competitions were popular. The

dent body would be separated into two groups
field events, baseball, basketball

students

at

activities.

and

who competed

in various track

soccer. This tradition continues today

Holy Ghost Prep divide into two teams each year and compete

when

in Color

stu-

and
the

Day

There were also competitions against other schools, primarily other religious

institutions

such as Saint Josephs Seminary the Divine

the Marist Seminary in Penndel.

during

was

He opined

this period, the

against Bensalem

Although sports was not

a

Fathers Seminary, and
1

main

activity at

Cornwells

seminarians could boast a two year unbeaten streak in basket-

and a no-hitter, pitched by
High School in 1944.

ball in the early Forties

Word

Fr.

Matthew

C. Evanstock, C.S.Sp.,

Cornwells
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Cornwells

Field

Day—circa

1925.

Milestones
m
"On Thursday

afternoon, October the second the

Holy Ghost Apostolic College, at Cornwells Heights, Pa.

had the distinguished honour of entertaining

Eamon

de Valera, President of the Irish Republic..."

opening sentence from The Paraclete does not begin

his

to

convey the sense of excitement, when in October 1919, the

new president
his

of the Irish Republic visited Cornwells during

United States

visit to

garner support for the Irish Cause.

was devoted
poem, thought to
but actually penned by Gerald

In fact, virtually the entire issue of The Paraclete
to this visit, going so far as to include a

have been written by de Valera,

an

Griffin,

De

Irish

poet of that

era.

had met Father John Griffin, photographer
and editor of The Paraclete and was pleased to learn that
Father Griffin was also a student of Blackrock. The mix-up
Valera

regarding the authorship of the

who was

Valera,

of Gerald Griffins

Father John Griffin.

who

poem

when de

occurred

a fan of the poet Gerald Griffin, sent a

poem,
De Valera signed

copy

Invocation to the Sacred Heart, to

the

copy sent

to Father

and attributed the
work to de Valera. For the rest of his life, Americans wrote to
de Valera and requested autographed copies of his poem!
Griffin,

published

On May

it

in The Paraclete

23, 1923, Pentecost Sunday, the cornerstone

new wing

The ceremony was
by an address by
Very Reverend Monsignor Joseph Kirlin, Rector of the Church
of the Most Precious Blood in Philadelphia. The ceremony
of the

marked by a

actually

at

Cornwells was

laid.

special celebration highlighted

marked

four occasions: (1) the laying of the corner-

stone, (2) the Fiftieth Anniversary of the Congregation of the

Holy Ghosts
fifth

arrival in the

United

States; (3) the Seventy-

Anniversary of the revival of the Society and

with the Congregation of the Immaculate

and

(4) the

its

joining

Heart of Mary,

Two Hundred and Twentieth Anniversary

of the

Founding of the Congregation of the Holy Ghost. Almost
one hundred young men were at Cornwells in 1923 preparing for the Senior Scholasticate in Ferndale, Connecticut on
this date.

The celebration of the

Silver Jubilee of the dedication

of the Chapel of the Seven Gifts of the

Holy Ghost took place

on Pentecost Sunday, May 31, 1936. In introducing the Superintendent of the Philadelphia Parochial Schools, Father Collins reminded those attending of the strong ties
the Philadelphia Archdiocese

and Cornwells had,

when Archbishop Ryan

the chapel

referring to the original dedication of

blessed the chapel, Bishop Prendergast sang the

dedication Mass, and Father McDevitt, then Superintendent of Parochial Schools, spoke

on

the occasion. Right Reverend

Monsignor

Bonner, Superintendent of Parochial

J.

Schools, addressed the assembled seminarians, priests, and guests in attendance for the
Silver Jubilee.

life

By 1936 Cornwells could lay claim to being the administrative centre, "the very
American province." The members of the Holy Ghost Order world-wide were

of the

almost

thousand. Over two hundred Holy Ghost Fathers were graduates of Cornwells

five

at this time.

As always, the

special generosity of the Drexel Family

Blessed Sacrament were singled out for special recognition.

Sacrament remembered the occasion in their news

The

and the

Sisters of the

Sisters of the Blessed

bulletin:

THE NEWS BULLETIN OE MISSION FIELDS AT HOME
The Silver Jubilee of the dedication of the Chapel of the Seven

Gifts of the

Holy Ghost, of Holy Ghost College, Cornwells Heights, was solemnly observed at
the close of the Pentecostal novena. In his address on the occasion, the Right Rev.

30

Monsignor. fohn

J.

Bonner, D.D., Diocesan superintendent of schools, urged as

worthy of consideration by every Catholic the special apostolate
most abandoned

souls, with

self in the mission fields.

Holy
Ghost

a special devotion

He asked of his

to minorities

and

listeners their material

in behalf of the

the abnegation of

and moral support

of this apostolate.

Prep

By

the Sisters of the Blessed Sacrament,

Cornwells Heights.
Cornwells

A
of Rev.
6,

sad event which touched the Cornwells' community deeply was the death

Mother M. Katherine Drexel,

1955

issue

at the age of 96

o/The Flame conveys

on March

3,

1955. The April

the sense of loss Cornwells felt at her death.

The period from the founding of Cornwells to the dedication of the Chapel of the
Gifts of the Holy Ghost (1896 - 1910) marked the first phase of Cornwells. The

Seven

middle years, from approximately 1911

marked the maturation of Cornwells
young men for the Priesthood. It
was during this period that we see the presence of many of the men who, in later years,
would labor to bring Cornwells to its latest phase Holy Ghost Prep. In the 1920s
Father Sheridan entered the seminary at Holy Ghost, and in 1948 Father Henry Brown
became a student at Cornwells. Little could they know as they walked the halls as
and

its

emergence

to 1958,

as a solid institution for preparing

—

students and seminarians, the dramatic, lasting impact they
this institution.

On

This period

one hand there were

life's

a

at

would someday have on

Cornwells was marked by extreme diversification.

number

of

young boys barely

in their teens, just starting

journey, while at the other end of the spectrum were veterans of

World War

II,

returning from the European and Pacific campaigns to begin or continue vocations
interrupted by turmoil overseas.

with

warm

fondness.

John

J.

McCann, Cornwells,

'52, recalls those

days

"Even the Halls Are Holy"
When was

asked

I

on what

to think

and

as a seminarian in the late Forties

was

it

like to live

early Fifties, the

was the

silence of the halls. Fifty years ago to the day,

can

see myself as

still

if it

were yesterday in

first

and

1

here at Holy Ghost Prep
thing that

can

still

came

to

mind

hear that silence,

my black habit and white

surplice, lining

up with the other seminarians in the long narrow hallway to go to Chapel. There
were some 120 of us then, boys and young men from all over the country, from all
sorts of backgrounds, and yet there we would be as one body standing in silence,
waiting to take our place in the choir stalls for Mass or benediction, vespers or
evening prayer.

'

was where we went

It

robing in the pre-dawn

at the

beginning of each day for morning devotions,

fighting

chill,

back

sleep. After

morning prayer

there

was

always a short period of meditation. Lights dimmed, and in our private silence

turned our thoughts to God, or at least

stomach eager

for breakfast

those morning exercises

ultimately lead

Transubstantiation and our place in
days, for not only

was

there the

one of the Seven

was

It

also

where when the

last

known

to

smuggle

at the

of our covers or

at the

end of the day

Or

at least

the

Mass

that

altar

stalls,

31

but individual

each

altar

x

named

we

for

compline or evening prayer,

slipped into the quiet of "Le Grand

be broken until

we met

Prep

again for

we tried, for there were those among us
dorm at night and play it under the safety

awake making plans with

a classmate for the

upcoming

vacation.

we went throughout the day: for benediction before
on Sunday afternoon, Stations of the Cross in Lent, and it was where
we went for those private stolen moments alone with God and our own good intentions.
It was where we went, because it was the center of our lives; we were someday to be
It

was, in truth, where

dinner, vespers

priests, "priests of

But

if it

God," Father Director called

was the center

algebra;

English!

to:

it

was not our whole

Latin

— not only grammar but Milton

and Shaw,

rhetoric side

by

Gerard Manley Hopkins.

many of them

me back

of our lives,

it.

life.

We

had our

and Greek and French; geometry, chemistry,
history and music; religion; and, of course, English
oh, how there was

studies to do, classes to go

I

—

as well,

composition alongside Shakespeare

side with the poetry of John

can see

my

Donne and William Blake,
how young so

teachers even now, can see

truly were, often at the very beginning of their priestly lives,

and yet

to

much older, holy and wise as they prayed their
breviaries, brilliant generous men who spoke Latin and Greek and could explain
geometry After class, in the late afternoon and then again in early evening, we went
then

I

thought them ever so

all 120 of us seated in one large room doing our best to be students, to
and know that God was there as well as in Chapel. It was in that study hall

to study hall,

be

still

learned the Latin declensions and conjugations

that

I

was

also

where

I

wrote

my

first

Holy
Ghost

so

a small radio into the

lie

main

behind the south choir

orison was sounded,

day.

was

it

the unspeakable mystery of the

Imagine the power of the Chapel in those

Silence," the great, healing silence of night not to

morning prayer the next

away But

we

growling of a

Holy Ghost.

Gifts of the

where we went

it.

a half

to,

communal Mass

private Masses at the seven altars
for

tried to, tried to ignore the

some hour and

still

would

we

poems, where

I

first

I

can

still

recite today,

dreamed of being

but

a writer.

it

Cornwells

We
there

called

was work

it

to

"manual

and

labor,"

meant

it

that along with prayer

and study

be done; lawns to be mowed, hallways to be swept, meals to be

What

served and dishes to be washed.

liked best then

I

and remember most now

was working the farm with Brother Matthew, harvesting corn by hand, pulling on
a rubber apron and gloves to slaughter a pig, learning to drive the old red tractor.
"Laborare est orare," the big rugged soft-spoken brother from Ireland would tell us.

"Gods work, our way of praying together, and it was, even if sometimes one of us would roll a cigarette from corn silk and smoke it behind the

He

called

1

'

it,

pig shed.

Even

were taken in

the meals

silence, or at least

we were

designated reader read aloud from books of a spiritual nature
Sales,

silent

—

while a

Saint Francis de

John Cardinal Newman, the life of Father Damien, missionary to the leper
at Molokai. But there was also from time to time fare of a lighter sort: EG.

colony

Wodehouse, Christopher Morley, Thor Heyerdahls adventures aboard the Kon
We sat six at a table, callow high school freshmen elbow to elbow with college
sophomores, many of whom were veterans returned

World War

we

32

left to

if I

during meals
silence.

great

home from

was

the battlefields of

their patience,

but

did know,

I

we would be

be, that without question

We

our imagination the flavor of the Jell-O.

—

remember the silence
in the hallways, at study, in the refectory
I also remember those other times where there was anything but

—

played sports: baseball in the

warm months, football in fall, basketball
as much spirit and noisy

and tennis whenever we could, and we played with

men

enthusiasm as young
of the woods,

woods

anywhere. There was a small lake or pond

now all but gone

that are

complex, and one Spring we drained
Cornwells

how

then

I

dining on beans, baloney and Jell-O, the only mystery, the only ingredient of

But

Prep

How could know

knew what Sunday supper would

all

variation

Holy
Ghost

II.

Tiki.

swim

in, to

it,

to

make room

simple, the talking of

young men doing

We would

in.

walk lap

at the

new

edge

sport

built supporting side walls, then refilled

play our version of water polo. Mostly, however,

world they lived

for the

their best to
after lap

it

was

talking, plain

and

if

to

and

understand themselves and the

around the woods and

fields,

rained gather in the stone gazebo on the north lawn, and talk of Aquinas and
Scotus, Bonaventure

it

or

if it

Duns

and Augustine, whether Hebrew would be harder than Greek,

non-Catholics could go to heaven. Most of us talked about our "vocations,"

who among us would someday

we had been
would be the "chosen"? Who from our class
of thirty-four men would someday feel the bishop's hand on his head, would hear
the binding words over his prostrate body? "Thou art a priest forever, according to
be ordained. "Many are called,"

forewarned, "but few are chosen."

Who

the order of Melchizedek."
Prayer, study, work, play!

It

was the rhythm of our days,

that revealed the sacred within the ordinary, the miracle that
o\' life.

And we

lived that

life

we

as well as

providence of God, sometimes

a deliberate balance

was each and every day

could, trusting as best

failing, falling

we could

to the

short of our goals; sometimes disap-

pointing not only others but ourselves even more so, but willing, always willing to
try,

try again.

know

for

It

many

was

shaped and guided

walked those

a

good

life;

years to come.

me

I

It

even until

silent halls

with

they too are with me, and for

knew

it

this

—

how good would not truly
my life at Cornwells; has

then, but just

has stayed with me,

day a half-century

I

it

later.

And

the boys that

me
Timmy Ring, John Doherty, Tom Tunney
me they will never grow old.

—

In a
still

book we

read today,

believed him.
trains

still

come

to

I

all

read back then,

Thomas Merton was

THE SEEDS OF CONTEMPLATION, a book
first to tell me that "All that is is Holy," and

the

believe that here in this fine old graystone building, here

pass on their

way

study and pray and

to

New York and

play,

even the

Philadelphia,

I
I

where

where young men

still

halls are holy.

John J. McCann 52

Dr.

McCann, a

retired professor of

French at La Salle University,

is

currently the

Writer-in-Residence at Holy Ghost Prep where he directs the Creative Writing Program for
student-writers.
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1955 photo of seminarian

at the outdoor stations at Cornwells.

1959 Photo Club shot

of the front of Holy Ghost Missionary* College.
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But the biggest change to Cornwells was yet to come. In the

young men entering study
forming

its

assigned task in an exemplary

was

late Fifties, the

number

of

declining. Cornwells, although per-

manner

for over half a century, faced

would be substantially
The decision was made, therefore, to expand the role of the Apostolic
College (by 1941 the name had been changed to Holy Ghost Missionary College to
convey its mission better) and admit day students to Cornwells. It was further decided
to adopt the name which Harrisburg had been using for Cornwells in its official records
for many years
Holy Ghost Preparatory School.
obsolescence. Facilities,

Cornwells

for the priesthood

if

limited to training seminarians only,

underutilized.

—

From the Day Journal,
June
Mass: Dialogue

—

offered

6,

1959:

by Father Wright

Weather: Clear
Rule: Leave after breakfast

So long 4th, 5th and 6th years!

Who Turned the School Around?

Hey!

Over the years there has been considerable discussion
the primary building faces the
front,

which

faces the

main thoroughfare,

Delaware River,

is

as to

Bristol Pike,

why

obscured from view For decades,

have commented on the unusual "front entrance" as they drive in from

A

1956

article in the

the

back of

and the magnificent
visitors

Bristol Pike.

College newspaper, The Flame, speculated that the

building faced east for one of three reasons: (1) Bristol Pike was not built yet and the

founders of Holy Ghost had to "guess" which

way

it

would run and they guessed

wrong!; (2) since the back of the building was more attractive than the front,

it

was

decided to have the back serve as the main entrance; and (3) the building was built
so

it

that

would face the railroad.
The third reason is correct. While it is true that a new road was anticipated
would run along the railroad, this was not the major consideration. In the notes

of Father Phelan

is

a

comment

east so that passengers

on

that Father

Murphy decided

the railroad traveling to

and from

the building should face

New York would have

the best view of Holy Ghost Apostolic College!

Years later
off.

when

Interstate

95 was completed, the wisdom of this decision paid

Today thousands of autos pass by

daily, their drivers

view of the tower, never knowing that Holy Ghost Prep

and passengers having
"finally faces the right

a great

way!"
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m
"...the

good conduct of the junior

scholastics

together with the discipline of the seminary should
create a good influence on the day students.

A

T

vocation might even he fostered..."

he above comment from the March 16, 1959 Report on

Day

posed Admission of

Students

to the

the Pro-

High School Department of

Holy Ghost Seminary Cornwells Heights, Pennsylvania succinctly
describes the dual-purpose facility envisioned with the admis-

by necessity
would have to be separate and distinct physical facilities,
rules, and regulations for the scholastics and day students, it was
never intended that total segregation would be the norm. It was
sion of day students. Although everyone realized that
there

HGP Alumni who
THE RELIGIOUS
Rev.
Rev.
Rev.

entered
LIFE!

John Burger, S.S.C.

('64)

John Sakovich, C.S.Sp.

Edward

('64)

Vilkauskas, C.S.Sp. ('64)

Rev. Christopher Promts, C.S.Sp. ('64)
Rev. Cornelius
Rev.

McQuillan, C.S.Sp.

James McCloskey,

Rev.

John LaRosa,

Phila.

(74)

John Sawicki, C.S.Sp. (75)

Rev. Jeffrey
Rev.

C.S.Sp. (70)

Phila. (73)

Rev Thomas Nasta,
Rev.

('66)

Duaime, C.S.Sp. (76)

Clemens Gerdelmann,

Phila. (76)

Rev.

Thomas

Rev.

William Christy C.S.Sp.

Dailey, O.S.F.S. (77)
('82)

intended, rather, that by interacting with one another in a classroom environment during the school day, both groups of young

men would benefit.

be a good influence on the day students,

would, "create

a

it

If

the seminarians

was contemplated

that the

would

day students

subconscious scholastic competition."

From the Day Journal,
Thursday, September 10, 1959:

—warm and humid

Weather

Low Mass

by Father Wright
coming in around

celebrated

Day Students

started

Books were given out

starting

8:15.

with the Seniors

at

8:45 followed by twenty

minute Class periods.

Day students left after last class in the morning and there were two softball
games for the seminarians. Weiner roast up at the hut at 6:15. Lights
out

at 9:30.
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This modest entry in the
In September

Day Journal heralded

a

new

era for Cornwells.

1959 there were 45 seminarians and 17 day students. The adminisgrowth and tuition maximization by increasing the

tration decided to forego rapid

number of day students

300 student enrollment was not
was the most dramatic
change at Cornwells in its history. An account of this period would be remiss if it did
not include a brief discussion of the priests who were at the helm during this tumultuous and challenging time. A more detailed account of the formation of Holy Ghost Prep
is given in the Silver Anniversary publication prepared in 1984 by John Buettler, HGP
'65. Portions of John Buettlers extensive work are quoted herein.
Father Henry Wehrheim, C.S.Sp., came to Holy Ghost Missionary College in 1955
as a teacher and later Dean of Studies. He was appointed principal and charged with
gradually. In fact, the goal of a

reached. until the late Seventies. The transition to day school

Cornwells

spearheading the change in curriculum from preparing seminarians for the priesthood
to preparing

day students

He was HGPs

for college.

Cornwells:

A

first

principal.

He

is

remembered

Creeping Acquisition

Cornwells originally consisted of approximately 6 acres in 1896. This small
parcel
list

grew over the years and

of acquisitions.

11 acres were

The one

condemned

now

loss

consists of

was

53 acres as shown in the following

of property occurred in the early Sixties

for construction of the

Delaware Expressway,

when

Lands Purchased
Schedule

A

Chronological note concerning the purchase of the various parcels of real
estate

which make up the 44.701

acres of the property of the

Holy Fathers

at

Cornwells Heights, Pennsylvania.
In

1.

1896

the

Holy Ghost Fathers purchased from William Penn Brock a
22.605 acres marked "A" in our Schedule of the Descrip-

parcel of land embracing

tion of Properties along with another parcel of land embracing 5.570 acres

purchased
2.

marked

Schedule of the Description of Properties. Both of these parcels were

"B" in our

at a price of

In

1906

the

$14,000.00

(Fourteen thousand dollars).

E. Budd a
marked "C" in our Schedule of the Descripprice of $2,325.00 (Two thousand, three

Holy Ghost Fathers purchased from Elizabeth

parcel of land embracing 7.750 acres

tion of Properties; purchased at a

hundred twenty-five
3.

In

1912

39

dollars).

the

Holy Ghost Fathers purchased from Elizabeth E. Budd a
marked "D" in our Schedule of the Descrip-

5?

parcel of land embracing 13.299 acres

$4,250.00 (Four thousand, two

tion of Properties; purchased at a price of

hundred
4.

Ghost

In 1925 the Holy Ghost Fathers purchased from William H. Lingo a parcel

of land embracing 4.285 acres

marked

"E" in our

Properties; purchased at a price of $ 8,500.00
dollars).

5.

In

1942

the

Schedule of the Description of
Cornwells

Estate.

marked

at a price of

"F" in our

Schedule of the

$1,000.00 (One thousand

These lands formed part of the former Pancoast Estate.
In

1950

the

Holy Ghost Fathers purchased from Harold H. Dettmer

parcel of land embracing .43 acres

of Properties; purchased

marked "G"

at a price of

in our

a

Schedule of the Description

$20,000.00 (Twenty thousand

dollars).

lands formed part of the former Boutcher Estate, which more recently was

These

owned by

William H. Lingo.
7.

In

1951 the Holy Ghost Fathers purchased from William J. Trost a parcel
marked "I" in our Schedule of the Description of

of land embracing .18 acres

Properties; purchased at a price of $ 9,000.00 (Nine thousand dollars). These lands

formed part of the former Boutcher
William H. Lingo.

Estate,

Prep

Eight thousand, five hundred

Holy Ghost Fathers purchased from Badenhausen Corpora-

Description of Properties; purchased

6.

(

These lands formed part of the former Boutcher

tion a parcel of land embracing 2.950 acres

dollars).

Holy

fifty dollars).

which more recently was owned by

8.

In

1961 the Holy Ghost Fathers purchased from George Cragg a parcel
marked "J' in our Schedule of the Description of

of land embracing .45 acres

Properties; purchased at a price of $14,000.00 (Fourteen thousand dollars). These

lands formed part of the former Boutcher Estate, which

more

recently

was owned

by William H. Lingo.
9.

In

1963

the

Holy Ghost Fathers purchased from Bernard J. Schad

of land embracing .036 acres

marked

"L" in our

a parcel

Schedule of the Description of

Properties; purchased at price $8,000.00 (Eight thousand dollars). These lands

formed part of the former Boutcher

Estate,

which more recently was owned by

William H. Lingo.
10.

In

1964

the

Holy Ghost Fathers purchased from Walter Bulman

of land embracing .108 acres

marked

"R" in our

a parcel

Schedule of the Description of

Properties; purchased at a price of $1,100.00 (One thousand one hundred dollars).

These lands formed part of the former Boutcher Estate which more recently was

owned by William

W

8

11.

Shos r
Prep

1964

the

Holy Ghost Fathers purchased from Theodore A. Schueller

parcel of land embracing .115 acres

of Properties; purchased

marked

at a price of

"S" in

a

our Schedule of the Description

$12,000.00 (Twelve thousand

lands formed part of the former Boutcher state, which

more

recently

dollars).

These

was owned by

William H. Lingo.

Hol\
(

In

H. Lingo.

12.

In

1964

the

Holy Ghost Fathers purchased from Wesley J. Myers

of land embracing .172 acres

marked

a parcel

"T" in our Schedule of the Description of

Properties; purchased at a price of $18,100.00 (Eighteen thousand one hundred
dollars).

recently

These lands formed part of the former Boutcher
was owned by William H. Lingo.

estate,

which more

Cc rnwt ills
13.

In

1964 Badenhausen Lane vacated

in favor of the Congregation of the

Holy Ghost and of the Immaculate Heart of Mary marked "U"
the Description of Properties.

in our

Schedule of
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These are the early years

by the

ojHGP Baseball.

priests as a capable

Today

this

scene

the

is

home

oj the Ted

Grabowski baseball field.

and hard-working administrator, by the students as possessall as an ardent, unwavering Pittsburgh Pirates

ing a caring and relaxed nature, and by

and Yankees, Father Wehrheim
listen and watch the
Pirates capture the World Series title. This same year saw the arrival of Fr. Henry J.
Brown, C.S.Sp., as Director of Seminarians. Together he and Father Wehrheim combined
fan.

During the 1960 World

Series

between the

Pirates

scheduled half-days so the day students and seminarians could

to insure the success of the bifurcated

having studied

at

Cornwells in the

seminary-day student system. Father Brown,

Fifties,

was

to

religious career devoting himself to the students at

spend

a significant portion of his

HGP

Father John Baney C.S.Sp., referred to as the "Father of Holy Ghost Prep" in
Silver Anniversary publication

the early days of HGP
realized, only

some

of

Due

worked

quietly,

to his quiet persistence,

which were

its

but diligently behind the scenes during

set forth in a

many major accomplishments were

January 1963 progress report:
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•

Cornwells

the erection of the gymnasium-auditorium building

new

•

gymnasium, capable of servicing
and future swimming pool
leveling, grading, and seeding of the field adjacent to the gymnasium and
the establishment of a baseball diamond and football gridiron
a new cafeteria in the "trunk room" in the chapel basement, along with
tables and chairs, steam tables, stoves, and other kitchen facilities
six new classrooms with desks, chalkboards, and lecterns

•

conversion of the old gymnasium into a study hall for the seminarians

•

construction of a

well adjacent to the

the gymnasium-auditorium
•

•

WUlonails
<:,

The new gymnasium-auditorium

in

1961

II

nil

II

II

l|

m

Blessing oj the

gymnasium-auditorium

Obviously, Father Baney's efforts in just under three years had a lasting impact on

43

The fact that the library (formerly the study hall for the seminarians) and the
gymnasium continue in use today, shows the lasting impact he has made.
HGPs second principal was Father McGovern who replaced Father Wehrheim in
the Fall of 1961 While Father Baney saw to the physical changes at Holy Ghost, Father
McGovern saw to the academic and logistical changes, as well as "changes in attitude."
Father McGovern handled the inherent conflicts which were bound to arise from time
to time such as whether a student council could be formed (yes. The first elections
were in the Spring of 1962), whether a student newspaper was permissible (yes. The
first issue was called The Viking, subsequent issues were called The Prep), whether dances
were permitted (yes. On Friday, October 30, 1962 the senior class invited the girls from
Eden Hall to HGPs first student dance), whether a seminarian could perform in the
school play and play the lead role, which included a romantic interest (no, but the play

K

HGP

.

Holy
Ghost
Prep

Cornwells

Did you know...
that the original site for the field

had

to

be changed

when

house was along the railroad tracks? The

eleven acres were

condemned

site

for 1-95.

was re-written by another student and the romantic subplot was removed), and dozens
of other such decisions.

Father

He

McGovern relinquished the principalship after the 1962-63 academic year.

died suddenly on

May

19, 1964.

community at
marked the first time the two
positions were held by the same person. He was viewed by the students as a tough task
master, who demanded academic excellence. In time, however, they came to see that
he was tough, but fair, a trusting confidant and confessor. His lasting legacy may be his
keen interest in extracurricular activities and establishment of rigorous academic requirements. He was principal for two years.
Father Francis Meenan, C.S.Sp., already superior of the religious

Holy Ghost replaced

McGovern

Fr.

as principal. This
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Cornwells cast oj a 1945 Shakespearian production. All Cornwells productions were directed by Rev. Robert
Puhl, C.S.Sp. until 1960.

Father
the

title

He can

be seen

in the center oj the cast.

Meenans replacement, Father David

Marshall, C.S.Sp.

was the

first

to

hold

Headmaster, rather than principal. With a strong academic background and

considerable experience as a university professor, he was well-suited to assume this

word "preparatory" was key to HGP, he knew that only a faculty
demand perfection from the students. Father Marshall,
therefore, took the next major step for HGP and opened the faculty up to lay teachers.
In 1968 Father Francis X. Hanley, C.S.Sp. became headmaster. Father Hanley had
been at Holy Ghost since 1962. In 1962 he was appointed as Holy Ghost Preps first
official Athletic Director. He continued the tradition of excellence at HGP He also was
title.

Realizing that the

of the highest credentials could

headmaster when the

last

of the" seminarians departed HGP.

Mike McTague

'68*, Father Hartley, C.S.Sp.,

Mark Mclshenny-Koch
Fame member)

'69,

Frank

Angiolillo '69* at a track meet at

Morrisville High School in the 1960's. (*=Hall of
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Holy Ghost always had
relatively constant

—

at least

40 seminarians up

as students graduated,

new

to

1965. This

number remained

seminarians entered. Typically, one

On September 8,

1964, 14 new
One year later, only 2
new seminarians entered, and through attrition the total number of seminarians had
dropped to 21. One year later, in September 1966, the number was 13.

could count on 5 to 10 continuing on to the Novitiate.

seminarians entered Holy Ghost Prep, bringing the

total to 41.

S£
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Cornwells

Father Brown, Father Timmermans (Superior General), Father Haggerty and Father Hanley

Athletics
Over Cornwells' 100 year span, sports have been important to both seminarand prep school students. Since the very beginning athletics served as a
significant outlet. Lessons from competition and teamwork had a valued place in
ians

7

students' formation.

For approximately 65 years, sports were enjoyed by seminarians during their
recreation periods.

were great

and

spirit,

Dr.

While the

level of

athletes, intense rivalries,

competition was different from today's, there

hard-fought contests, and feats of courage,

resolve.

John McCann

and tennis with

'52 fondly recalls playing baseball, touch-tackle football,

his classmates. His strongest

memories

are of basketball with Father

Sheridan as coach, playing against other seminaries and local parish teams.

With the introduction of day students in the Sixties, the sports program took
and complexity. Coach Bob Custer labored with very limited
.resources to lay the foundation for a successful program in ensuing years.
Through the inspiration of athletic director and headmaster Rev. Francis X.
Hanky, and the coaching expertise of Ted Grabowski, Tom Kaczor, and John Mundy
'65, the baseball, basketball, cross country, and track and field teams quickly became
contenders and champions in the Sixties and Seventies.
Some important events of the Sixties would include:
1963
The gym and athletic field were dedicated.
1965
A "real" basketball schedule against area teams prompted a new

on

46

greater importance

1965

Holy

Ghost

—
—
—

school

HGP joined

1966

Prep

among students.

spirit

The track team won the Prep school mile
Penn Relays

Suburban Catholic League with teams

the

basketball, baseball, cross country,

The

1967

relay at the

and track and

athletic program's first trophy, league

in

field.

championship, and

undefeated season were achieved by the cross country and
track teams.

Cornwells

1968

first tournament was won by the basketball team.
The soccer program began.
Ted Grabowski became athletic director.

1969

Fran Angiolillo was Catholic State Champion in the

The

1967
1968

two mile run.
In the Seventies, the

teams began

an area power. Sports became an
success of the teams brought
factor in attracting

were:

1970

&

1971

—
—
—

1971

-

1971

1970

1972

&

new
The

to

win consistently and be recognized

integral part of student

much

life

and school

pride.

as

The

acclaim to the school and was an important

students to Holy Ghost Prep. Highlights of the Seventies
athletic program's first State

Championship was won by

the track team.

The

tennis team

HGP joined

the

was begun.
Lower Bucks County League.

1974

The basketball team won the District title.
The basketball team won District and State Championships
The track team won the District title.

1976

Gene Wisnieski,

1974

1976
1977

—

as a

Holy Ghost Prep student, was drafted by

the Atlanta Braves Baseball

The basketball team was

HGP joined

Team

State runner-up.

the Bicentennial League.

1977
1979
1979

The
well as

—
—
—

The basketball team won

the District

title.

Tony Chapman 71 succeeded Tom Kaczor as basketball coach.
The tennis team was revived by Eileen Mika.

Eighties represented a time of continued success for the older teams as

improvement by newer ones. Most notable was the emergence of soccer

as a top area team. Bill Snyder, Bill Gallagher

individuals

The

who

helped

to introduce ice

72, and Fran Nick were some of the

championship soccer

found student

late Eighties

were made

to create

interest in

at

Holy Ghost Prep.

new

beginning

hockey and swimming teams

sports. Preparations

to the athletic

program.

Important events of the Eighties were:

1980
1983
1985
1986
1986

1986

—
—
—
—

The golf program was begun by Father William Smith.
The cross country team won the District title.
The baseball team won the District title.
The track team won the District title.
Chris Nick was named a Tri-State All-American in soccer.
The students

set a

school

spirit

record

when

the almost entire

school traveled to Lancaster to see the soccer team win the state

on the very

semi-final game, in ten degree weather,

1987

—

tie

1987

1988
1988

—
—
—
—

kick of a

In indoor track Nick Costantino ran the fastest time in the

nation in the mile run,

1986

last

breaking penalty kick shoot out.

won

the state championship indoors,

and was named an All-American in outdoor track.
The soccer team was the District and Eastern Pennsylvania
Champion.
The basketball team won the District title.
The soccer team was Eastern Pennsylvania Champion.
Ron Grabowski was named an All-American in soccer.
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During the Nineties, several new sports were born as the veteran programs
continued league dominance and adjusted
classifications for district

were:

1990
1990
1991

1991

1991

1992
1993
1993

1993

& 1994

and

state

1996

& 1997

higher enrollment

Highlights of the Nineties

play.

— The bowling team evolved from an intramural
— The
team won the
— The swimming and hockey programs began.
— The soccer team was
Pennsylvania champion.
— Rick was indoor champion
— The soccer team won
and
— The soccer team was
Pennsylvania
and
Champion.
— The
program had
— Mcllwain won championship
1994
and
indoor 600
nation
had the
time
— The new
complex was dedicated including two
and
and complete
soccer
— Coaches John Mundy, Tony Chapman, and Ted Grabowski
400th win.
each recorded
— The team won
BAL championship.
— Junior Chris Fehrle was named an All-American
— Coach Ted Grabowski
28 seasons and
from
to a varsity level.

baseball

District

title.

ice

the eastern

Felix

state

the District

the District

lacrosse

its first

in the hurdles.

State

in the

titles.

eastern

season.

in track

state

J.R.

fastest

1996

to the challenges of

championship

baseball

athletic

fields, a

in

yd. run.

in the

track

field

field facilities.

their

1997

1998
1998

golf

its first

in soccer.

retired

16 league

titles.

baseball after

Cornwells

In the

1997-1998 school

championships in ten
the athletic

year,

Holy Ghost Prep won

sports. Since the

program has produced over 2,000

victories

championships. Several hundred individuals attained
distinguished

list

of achievements

six out of

seven possible

beginning of league competition in the 1960s,

would include

all

and close

all

to

one hundred

league honors, and a

area as well as

all district

and

all

An elite group has played on the collegiate and professional levels.
For many years, Holy Ghost Prep has been known for excellence in athletics.

state athletes.

Firebird teams are considered formidable foes,
first

place.

and

are frequently contending for

Thousands of our young men have participated

in

some

with the current percentage of students involved on teams standing

as
Holy
Ghost
Prep

Cornwells

at

approximately

young men have benefited in some way from their athletic experience
and that the benefit goes beyond the win/loss record.
When we ask ourselves what is the key factor, the most critical element in the
formula that creates this athletic prowess, it becomes quickly apparent that it is the
character of the young men themselves, the student-athletes who run, jump, hit,
kick, and throw While their physical talent and skill are a requisite, of still greater
significance are their desire, work ethic, dedication and determination. Their families
were, of course, the first to nurture these qualities, their teachers and coaches have
helped to refine them, but the heart of the athletic success at Holy Ghost Prep
continues to be the very character and spirit of the student-athletes themselves.
75%.
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level or other,

All these

National Forensics Champions
National Catholic Forensics League

Nowak

1976

Greg

1976

Kevin McPhillips

984

Richard Johnson

1

Richard Johnson

1985
1985

Brian Canmff

1989

Aaron Rosenberg and Sam King

1990

Karl

1991

Bruce Marro and

1992

Kevin Rolston and John Gibbons

1993

Ryan Abramson
John Branigan and Michael Culnan
Robert Holmes

1995

1996

Holman and Joseph Riggione
Doug Dannese

1996

Michael Zecca

1997

John Fazzie

1998

John Fazzie and Christopher Wilgos
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State Forensics Champions
The Pennsylvania High School Speech League
1972

David Zwolik

1973

Tom Strauman

1974

1974

Ed Rodden
John Rodden

1975

Daniel Polsenburg

1975

David Sowerbutts

1976

Kevin McPhillips

1977

Thomas Rodden

1979

Gregory Burton

1979

Ken

1981

Gregory Burton

Selvaggi

1982

George Graffy

1983

Pasquak Rocco

1983

Sean Gannon

1984

Christopher Dlutowski

1985

Brian Canniff

1986

Brian Regli

1986

Kevin Collins

1986

Rich Johnson

1988

Chris White

1988

Peter Naccarato

1989

Mike Malloy

1989

Robert

1990

Mike Malloy
Chris White

1990

Kim

m
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1990

Kevin Rolston

1991

Patrick Petrelli

1992

Bruce Marro
John Gibbons

1992.

1993

Patrick Dougherty

1993

1994

Mark Buettler
Ed Walsh
Thomas McCabe

1995

Daniel Alesandro

1994

1995

Robert Holmes

1995

Mark

1995

Charles White

Buettler

1995

Scott Richards

1996

Michael Zecca

1996

Matthew

1996

James Frawley
Charles White

1996

50

Matthew Grzeskowiak

1991

Pileggi

1997

Michael Bradbury

1997

Jim Frawley

1997

Michael Zimmer

1998

Michael Bradbury

1998

Steve Buettler

1998

Drew

Holy

1998

Rich Skirpan

Ghost

1998

Aaron Falcone

Sciolla

Prep

Cornwells

HEAD COACH

1970

-

1979

John

Buettler '64

Member

of the Pennsylvania

Speech League

HEAD COACH

1980

-

Present

Tony

Figliola

Member

of the Pennsylvania

Speech League

Three Diamond Coach

PRESENT
Head Coach
Jerry Colapinto

John

High School

HALL OF FAME

National Forensics League

Assistants to the

High School

HALL OF FAME

Buettler '64

John Holmes '84

—

Holy Ghost Apostolic College

1930.
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Suddenly Corn wells was shaken
nal existence

seemed obviated by

to its very core,

the times

it

because the reason for

lived in.

its origi-

Could Cornwells continue on

without seminarians? This question was the subject of considerable discussion from

Cornwells to the highest levels in the Order.
nary division would be discontinued

were transferred

to the other junior

after the

was ultimately decided that the semiyear. The remaining seminarians

It

1966-67

seminary in

Ann Arbor,

Michigan.

A

Cornwells

Father Hanley

responsible for laying the foundation which the Holy Ghost Prep

is

He made

of today stands upon.

men

it

for college.

possible for those after

He

him

to continue the

work

of

defined the role of Headmaster during his nine

year tenure, supported the extracurricular activities program, consolidated the curricu-

lum, and fostered a sense of pride and

spirit at

Holy Ghost

that has never wavered.

Father Patrick McNally succeeded Father Hanley His appointment was actually a
return to Holy Ghost Prep.

He was

the Seminarians in the late Fifties
Sixties.

of the

Holy Ghost Fathers

to

a

mathematics professor and Assistant Director of

and served

as Registrar for a brief period in the

on the renewed commitment
Holy Ghost Prep by placing the school on a firmer finan-

Father McNallys legacy

cial footing.

is

twofold. First he built

This was accomplished by initiating various fund-raising activities including

the annual giving fund, the Firebird Club, Night at the Races,

Second he tended

to

and the Fashion Show.
HGP faced a Middle

academic matters. During his tenure in 1981,

States evaluation. This provided. an opportunity for a

complete review of the academic

program. Some required courses were dropped, electives were added.

fund was established

were increased.

It

for students

was

who

After Father

McNally

HGP

A

financial aid

demonstrate financial need and faculty

also during Father

campaign was undertaken since the

men

Prep

as a

seminary arrived.

preparing young

Holy

Ghost

few returned

HGP, but by June 1969, the end of Holy Ghost Prep

to finish their senior year at

m

field

McNallys tenure
house was

continued

to

that the

first

salaries

major capital

built.

be blessed with strong administrators,

capable of maintaining an eye to the future without losing sight of the traditions

and conventions of the
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past.

were ably carried on by

The work begun by the Father Hanley and Father McNally

men

like

Father Sean O'Connell, C.S.Sp.

The Holy Ghost Fathers again proved its commitment to Holy Ghost Prep when,
in 1990, Father James P McCloskey C.S.Sp. was appointed headmaster. In Father
McCloskey Holy Ghost Prep has come full circle. He is a 1970 graduate of Holy Ghost
Prep. Further, he is from Cornwells Heights, having grown up within a mile of the
clock tower. He has picked up the standard of his predecessors and is guiding HGP
into the new millennium. In Father McCloskey s tenure at HGP he has established a
school mission statement, created a board of trustees, and implemented numerous
curriculum enhancements. Physical improvements are evident in complete renova-

tions of the computer, biology, chemistry,

and physics

flourish, including courses in studio art, painting,

laboratories. Special activities

and printmaking, drawing, design,

Over sixty-five students participate in either the jazz band or
McCloskey and the HGP faculty are directly involved in the spiritual
and academic development of a student body in excess of 400 students.
The accomplishments of HGP in the last few years are nothing short of astounding.
SAT scores average 1200. Two students from the Class of 1998 posted perfect 1600
and

portfolio creation.

orchestra. Father

scores. Scholarship offers are
at least

one scholarship

above $7,000,000, with

84%

of the current class receiving

offer.

Holy Ghost Preps achievements have been recognized by the U.S. Department of
On June 1, 1993 Holy Ghost Prep was selected to receive the "United States

Education.

Blue Ribbon School of Excellence Award," a prestigious award honoring a select group

which are uniquely effective in meeting local, state, and national educational
based on factors including leadership, educational environment, curriculum, parents, and community support and organizational vitality. Other
factors weighed are student performance, postgraduate pursuits, staff and student
attendance rates and awards.
of schools

goals. Recipients are selected
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Looking to the
Twenty -first Century
"...With all this in

might he well

mind

after consultation with those versed in such things,

to entertain the

thought of building once and for

all

it

an adequate

classroom huildingfirst and at the same time recondition the first floor
of the main building to provide adequate faculty quarters..."
From a preliminary report on admitting day students to
Holy Ghost Missionary College, Spring, 1959

he future of Holy Ghost Prep has never been brighter. Goals are
set

and attained

as a matter of course.

With

its

bearings firmly

rooted to the mission statement, Holy Ghost Prep

toward the next millennium with

a

is

moving

confidence and sense of

purpose. The long-range planning process

is

well underway. In

the Fall of 1998, ground will be broken for the construction of
a

25,000 square foot building

to

house

a

new library,

nine class-

rooms, and two computer technology centers. This building
be situated in the area

used

at various

now

occupied by the tennis courts

will

(also

times by the students as handball and street hockey

facilities).

Mission Statement
Holy Ghost Preparatory School, founded by members of
the Congregation of the

Holy Ghost, the

Spiritans, is a private

Catholic school dedicated to the quality education of college

bound young men.
With Christ at the center, Holy Ghost Preparatory School
form young men morally, intellectually, and spiritually

aspires to

in the Spiritan tradition. This tradition fosters the

of

community in "one

each student's unique
service to the poor.

development

heart and one mind," the cultivation of
gifts,

academic excellence, and generous

Conclusion
as

The

history of Cornwells does not speak to the jew heroes
it

speaks

to the little bit

among

us...

of hero in each of us."

he temptation in chronicling an institutions

first

hundred years

is

mark off its achievements one by one to justify its existence.
Once the checklist of goals set and attained is complete, the collective members may sit back and smugly praise themselves for a
job well done. The implied message is clear: we have performed
admirably and if we were to cease to exist today the world would
still be a better place for the short time we were here.
Recording the history of Cornwells posed no such temptato

tion. In these pages, there is

no

eulogy,

no sense

of "a job well

done," not even a hint of being finished with our work. True, a

number of accomplishments have been mentioned, individual sacrifices praised,

and benefactors thanked, but they

are

mentioned

not as the Herculean achievements of a handful of extraordinary
people, but as the selfless acts of a multitude of everyday

and women.
The history of Cornwells
but
is

it

particularly devoid of heroes,

overflows with the heroic acts of ordinary people.

what makes the history of Cornwells so

does not speak to the few heroes
bit of

we

is

among us

—

it

heed the

Holy Ghost.

call,

but how

we

will

answer

And

that

inspiring, for

speaks to the

hero in each of us. The question for each of us

will

men

it.

After

is

all,

it

little

not

if

We Are
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